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Abstract
Boosting has become very popular in computer vision,
showing impressive performance in detection and recognition tasks. Mainly off-line training methods have been
used, which implies that all training data has to be a priori given; training and usage of the classifier are separate
steps. Training the classifier on-line and incrementally as
new data becomes available has several advantages and
opens new areas of application for boosting in computer
vision. In this paper we propose a novel on-line AdaBoost
feature selection method. In conjunction with efficient feature extraction methods the method is real time capable. We
demonstrate the multifariousness of the method on such diverse tasks as learning complex background models, visual
tracking and object detection. All approaches benefit significantly by the on-line training.

1. Introduction
Boosting has been successfully used in a wide variety of
machine learning task and applied to computer vision problems. In this paper we focus on a specific boosting algorithm, discrete AdaBoost for classification. AdaBoost has
been analyzed carefully (e.g. [27]) and tested empirically
by many researchers. For instance, following the overview
given in [26], boosting has been used for text recognition,
text filtering, routing, “ranking” problems, learning problems in natural language processing, medical diagnostic and
customer monitoring and segmentation. Various variants of
Boosting have been developed (e.g. Real-Boost [9], LPBoost [7]). Boosting is strongly related to support-vector
machines (SVM) [23]. For SVM good results for vision
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problems have been reported (e.g. [2]), though on-line versions exist [28] their main drawback is the computational
complexity.
In this paper we use boosting for feature selection. This
has been initially introduced by Tieu and Viola [29] in
the context of image retrieval. Feature selection and feature combination is of high interest to many researchers
in machine learning [4]. Compared to other approaches,
boosting has many advantages, therefore it is quite popular [24]. The seminal work of Viola and Jones [31] which
applied boosting to robust and fast object detection tasks,
paved the way of boosting in the area of computer vision,
e.g. [18, 15, 30, 34].
All of the above mentioned approaches work off-line or
in a “pseudo-on-line” batch processing mode (i.e. collecting
a set of training examples and then run the off-line boosting
algorithm). However, off-line boosting limits the usage for
many applications. For example, tracking requires adaptive
techniques for adjusting to possible variations of the target
object over time. This can only be handled with adaptive
methods which are able to incrementally update their representations. Thus there is an essential need for on-line algorithms that are able to learn continuously.
In this paper we introduce a novel on-line boosting based
feature selection framework. Javed et al. [12] proposes online boosting in a co-training framework for object detection. In their work a classifier is first trained off-line on
a generic scenario, which is later adapted and refined by
on-line boosting. Our work is much more general which
allows to perform on-line feature selection using boosting.
Therefore we can tackle a large variety of real-time tasks.
Second, we can manage very large feature pools at reduced
computational costs. This gives the feasibility to apply our
algorithm to many different real-time applications.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we introduce the on-line algorithm, provide some
analysis and draw relations to the off-line case. In Section 3 multiple applications (namely object detection, object tracking and background modeling), using this novel
on-line method, are demonstrated. Finally, we present some

conclusion and further work.

2. On-line feature selection
First, we briefly review the off-line boosting approach
and how it is used for feature selection.We proceed by introducing on-line boosting. Finally, we present our novel
on-line boosting for feature selection algorithm.

2.1. Off-line boosting
Boosting is a general method for improving the accuracy
of any given learning algorithm. This is done by combining
(a weighted voting) N hypotheses which have been generated by repeating training with different subsets of training
data. Boosting transforms a weak learning algorithm into a
strong one. Let us first define some terms:
Weak classifier: A weak classifier has only to perform
slightly better than random guessing (i.e., for a binary
decision task, the error rate must be less than 50%).
The hypothesis hweak generated by a weak classifier
is obtained by applying a learning algorithm.
Strong classifier: Given a set of N weak classifiers, a
strong classifier is computed as linear combination of
the weak classifiers. The value conf (·) (which is related to the margin) can be interpreted as a confidence
measure.
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We focus on the discrete AdaBoost (adaptive Boosting)
algorithm [9] introduced by Freund and Shapire, that reweights the training samples instead of re-sampling them.
The basic algorithm works as follows: Given a training set
X = {hx1 , y1 i, ..., hxL , yL i | xi ∈ Rm , yi ∈ {−1, +1}}
with positive and negative labeled samples and an initial
uniform distribution p(xi ) = L1 over the examples. A weak
classifier hweak is trained based on X and p(x). Based on
weak
the error en the weak
gets assigned a weight
 classifier hn
1−en
1
αn = 2 · ln en . p(x) is updated such that the probability increase for the samples that are misclassified. If the
sample is classified correctly the corresponding weight is
decreased. Therefore, the algorithm focuses on the difficult
examples. The process is repeated, and at each boosting
iteration a new weak hypothesis is added, until a certain
stopping condition is met (e.g. a given number of weak
classifiers are trained).
Freund and Schapire [9] proved strong bounds on the
training and generalization error of AdaBoost. For the case
of binary classification the training error drops exponentially fast with respect to the number of boosting rounds

N (i.e. number of weak classifiers). Schapire et al. [27]
showed that boosting maximizes the margin and proved that
larger margins for the training set are translated to superior
upper bounds on the generalization error.

2.2. Off-line boosting for feature selection
Tieu and Viola [29] introduced boosting methods for feature selection. The idea is that each feature corresponds to
a single weak classifier and boosting selects from the features. A pool of possible features F is given. Since this feature pool can be very large, for computational reasons the
algorithm focuses on a subset Fsub = {f1 , ..., fk } ⊆ F.
Training proceeds in a similar manner to standard boosting. In each iteration n the algorithm selects one new feature and adds it (with the corresponding voting factor) to the
ensemble. All features are evaluated and the best one is se, the weight
lected which forms the weak hypothesis hweak
n
.
Finally,
a strong
αn is set according to the error of hweak
n
classifier hstrong is computed as weighted linear combination of the weak classifiers. As already stated the training
error drops exponentially fast over the boosting iterations,
which are now equivalent to the number of selected features.

2.3. On-line boosting
To obtain an on-line boosting algorithm (i.e. an algorithm that operates on a single example and discards it after
updating), each of the boosting steps described above has to
be done on-line. On-line updating the weak classifiers is not
the problem because many on-line learning algorithms for
generating a hypothesis can be used. Also the estimation of
the corresponding voting-weights is straight forward, if we
know the estimated error of the weak classifiers (which we
do). The crucial step is the computation of the weight distribution for the samples, because we do not know a priori
the difficulty of a sample (i.e., we do not know if we have
seen the sample before).
We use ideas proposed by Oza et al. [21] and the experimental comparisons he did [20] (also some other approaches exist, e.g. for the Arc-x4 algorithm [8]). The basic
idea is that the importance (difficulty) of a sample can be
estimated by propagating it through the set of weak classifiers. One can think of this, as modeling the information
gain with respect to the first n classifier and code it by the
importance weight λ for doing the update of the n + 1-th
weak classifier.
Oza has proved, if off-line and on-line boosting are given
the same training set, then the weak classifiers (Naive Bayes
classifiers) returned by on-line boosting converges statistically to the one obtained by off-line boosting as the number
of iterations N → ∞. Therefore, for repeated presentation of the training set on-line boosting and off-line boost-

ing deliver the same result. For details see the PhD-Thesis
of Oza [19].
The on-line algorithm requires that the number of weak
classifiers is fixed at the beginning. Note the interchange
of roles. In the off-line case all samples are used to update
(and select) one weak classifier, whereas in the on-line case
one sample is used to update all weak classifiers and the
corresponding voting weight.

2.4. On-line boosting for feature selection
The approach of Oza is not directly applicable to feature selection. The essential novelty of our approach is, that
we propose an on-line boosting algorithm for solving the
feature selection task. For this purpose we need a further
concept.
Selector: Given a set of M weak classifier with hypothesis Hweak = {hweak
}, a selector selects
, ..., hweak
1
M
exactly one of those.
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where m is chosen according to a optimisation criterion. In fact we use the estimated error ei of each weak
classifier hweak
∈ Hweak such that m = arg mini ei .
i
Note, that the selector can interpreted as a classifier (he
switches between the weak classifiers). Training a selector means that each weak classifier is trained (updated) and
the best one (with the lowest estimated error) is selected.
Similar to the off-line case, the weak classifiers Hweak correspond to features, i.e. the hypotheses generated by the
weak classifier is based on the response of the feature. The
selectors can therefore select from a subset of M features
Fsub = {f1 , ..., fM | fi ∈ F} of the global feature pool.
In summary: The main idea is to apply on-line boosting
not directly to the weak classifiers but to the selectors.
The overall principle is depicted in Fig. 1 and in Algorithm 2.1. In particular, the new on-line AdaBoost training
for feature selection works as follows: First, a fixed set of
sel
N selectors hsel
1 , .., hN is initialized randomly, each with
its own feature pool Fn . When a new training sample hx, yi
arrives the selectors are updated. This update is done with
respect to the importance weight λ of the current sample1 .
For updating the weak classifiers, any on-line learning algorithm can be used, but we employ a standard EM technique
to estimate the probability distributions of positive and negative samples and generate a hypothesis (see Section 3 for
more details). The weak classifier with the smallest error is
selected by the selector
arg min(en,m ), en,m =
m

λwrong
n,m
+ λwrong
n,m

λcorr
n,m

(4)

1 Either λ is used as a learning rate in the learning algorithm or by ktimes repeated updating k ∼ P oisson(λ) as proposed by Oza.

Figure 1. Novel on-line boosting for feature selection.

en,m is the error of the m-th weak classifier hweak
n,m in the
in the n-th selector, estimated from the weights of correctly
wrong
λcorr
classified examples seen so far.
n,m and wrongly λn,m
Finally, the corresponding voting weight αn and the importance weight λ of the sample are updated and passed to the
next selector hsel
n+1 .
In order to increase the diversity of the classifier pool Fn
for the selector hsel
n and to adapt to changes in the environment the worst weak classifier is replaced by one randomly
chosen from the feature pool F.
This procedure is repeated for all selectors. The number of selectors is constant similar to the number of weak
classifiers in Oza’s on-line algorithm. A strong classifier is
obtained by linear combination of selectors.
N
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In contrast to the off-line version a classifier is available at
any time.

2.5. Discussion
We point out the differences and relations between the
off-line and the on-line algorithm and take a look at the advantages and disadvantages. The main difference is that in
the on-line case only the information from one training example is used and in the off-line case the training set is fixed.
From the algorithm’s point of view, in the off-line case at
each boosting iteration a new weak classifier is created and
thus a feature from the feature pool F is selected and added
it to the ensemble. A drawback for the on-line algorithm,
is that the discriminative complexity of the classifier is limited, because the number of weak classifiers is fixed (since
also the number of selectors is fixed). However, the features selected within a selector and also the voting-weight

Algorithm 2.1 On-line AdaBoost for feature selection
Require: training example hx, yi, y ∈ {−1, +1}
Require: strong classifier hstrong (initialized randomly)
wrong
Require: weights λcorr
(initialized with 1)
n,m , λn,m
initialize the importance weight λ = 1
// for all selectors
for n = 1, 2, .., N do
// update the selector hsel
n
for m = 1, 2, .., M do
// update each weak classifier
weak
hweak
n,m = update(hn,m , hx, yi, λ)
// estimate errors
if hweak
n,m (x) = y then
corr
λcorr
n,m = λn,m + λ
else
λwrong
= λwrong
+λ
n,m
n,m
end if
λwrong
en,m = λcorrn,m
wrong
n,m +λn,m
end for
// choose weak classifier with the lowest error
m+ = arg minm (en,m )
weak
en = en,m+ ; hsel
n = hn,m+
1
if en = 0 or en > 2 then
exit
end if
// calculate voting
weight


1−en
1
αn = 2 · ln en
// update importance weight
if hsel
n (x) = y then
1
λ = λ · 2·(1−e
n)
else
λ = λ · 2·e1 n
end if
// replace worst weak classifier with a new one
m− = arg maxm (en,m )
wrong
λcorr
n,m− = 1; λn,m− = 1;
weak
get new hn,m−
end for

can change over time. In addition, the feature pool Fn ⊆ F
of each selector is adapted by replacing the worst feature
(weak classifier). If the process is running for a long time,

a lot of features are processed and evaluated but still only a
small number of features is sufficient for updating the selector. Since in the on-line case learning continues, the model
will continuously improve by exploring more features and
training data.
The aspect of real-time is important for on-line learning.
Our proposed algorithm is easy to implement and runs very
fast. Both speed and memory are O(M · N ) assuming that
all N selectors include the same number of M weak classifiers. The main computational effort is spend for updating
the weak classifiers, which depends on the learning algorithm and the time to calculate the feature value. The time
consumed by our framework is negligible. In order to decrease computation time we use a method similar to Wu et
al. [33]. Assuming all feature pools in the selectors are the
same F1 = F2 = ... = FM , then we can update all corresponding weak classifiers only once and so the selectors
choose only the best feature according to λ. This speeds up
the process considerably while only slightly decreasing the
performance.

3. Applications and Experiments
In this paper we use the standard Haar-like features from
Viola and Jones [31] and in addition orientation histograms
(with 16 bins) similar to [13, 6] and a simple version (4-th
neighborhood) of local binary patterns (LBP) [17] as features. Note that we use integral images and integral histograms [22] as efficient data structures, which allow a very
fast calculation of all these feature types. All our experiments shown bellow run in real time on a standard PC (Intel
Pentium 1.6 GHz with 512 MB RAM).
On-line learning for obtaining a weak classifier hweak
j
for a feature j, where fj (x) evaluates this feature on the
image x can be implemented straight forward for these
feature types. We build a model by estimate the probability P (1|fj (x)) via a Gauss distribution with mean µ+
and standard deviation σ + for positive labeled samples and
P (−1|fj (x)) by N (µ− , σ − ) for negative labeled samples.
For this purpose we incrementally estimate the mean and
variance by a Kalman filtering approach [32]. We build a
simple state space model for estimation the (constant) mean
2
and achieve µt = µt−1 + vt and σt2 = σt−1
+ vt for the
variance. vt ∼ N (0, R) is a random noise processes with
variance R. In our experiments we set R = 0.01 and furthermore the initial state P0 = 1000, µ0 = 0 and σ02 = 0.
The following update equations for the adaptive estimation
can be derived:
Kt
µt
σt2
Pt

=
=
=
=

Pt−1 /(Pt−1 + R)
Kt · fj (x) + (1 − Kt ) · µt−1
2
Kt · (fj (x) − µt )2 + (1 − Kt ) · σt−1
(1 − Kt ) · Pt−1

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Figure 2. Evaluation of the background model. Each thin blue rectangle in the input image (first row) corresponds to classifiers which
are updated in order to learn the “allowed” changes. The regions which can not be modeled by the learned classifiers are related to the
foreground (second row).

As hypotheses for the classical Haar Wavelets we use
either a simple threshold
hweak
(x) = pj · sign(fj (x) − θj )
j
+

−

−

+

θj = |µ + µ |/2, pj = sign(µ − µ )

(10)
(11)

or a Bayesian decision criterion, based on the estimated
Gaussian probability density function g(x|µ, σ)
hweak
(x) = sign(P (1|fj (x)) − P (−1|fj (x)))
j
+

+

−

−

≈ sign(g(fj (x|µ , σ ) − g(fj (x)|µ , σ ))

(12)
(13)

For the histogram based features (orientation histograms
and LBP), we use nearest neighbor learning with a distance
function D. The cluster centers for positive pj and negative
nj samples are learned (estimated) by applying the Kalman
filter technique to each bin.
hweak
(x)
j

= sign(D(fj (x), pj ) − D(fj (x), nj ))

(14)

The whole feature pool F contains an enormous amount of
possible features because of the highly over complete representation (each feature prototype can appear at different
position and scale). In our experiments the local feature
pool Fn used by the n-th selector is very small, in particular we use |Fn | = 250 and N = 50 selectors. In the following we show how the novel on-line boosting algorithm
can be used for such diverse tasks as background modeling,
tracking and object detection. In all three cases the on-line
learning capability is required.

3.1. Background model
A basic task in surveillance applications is background
subtraction. One needs a robust and flexible background
model. Based on the idea of a block based background
model [10] (which contains also a good overview of related
work), we propose a classifier based background model.
The basic idea is to partition the image in small (overlapping) blocks, each block contains a classifier, which classifies the region as foreground or background.

Where we define as background everything that is statistical predictable in the image. Therefore everything, that
can not be predicted is foreground. This definition allows us
to describe dynamic (multi modal) background (e.g. flashing light, moving leaves in the wind, flag waves, etc.). A
robust background model has to adapt to dynamic backgrounds and must be sensitive to corresponding foreground
objects. Therefore on-line algorithms are required.
First, in the initial period a separate classifier is build for
each patch by considering all frames as positive examples.
Later on, the algorithm analyzes the image and does positive
updates according to a given policy. In our experiment we
use following very simple policy: We update a classifier if
the normalized confidence is positive but less than one half.
conf (x)
1
0 < PN
≤
2
α
n=1 n

(15)

Since we do not have negative examples we treat the
problem as a one-class classification problem, therefore
only positive samples for updating are used. The classifier
models only the background (including dynamic changes),
everything else belongs to a foreground object. We can
calculate the negative distribution for each feature directly
without learning. We model the gray value of each pixel
2
as a uniformly distributed with mean 128 and variance 256
12
(for an 8 bit image). Applying standard statistic operations
the parameters of the negative distribution µ− and σ − of
Haar features can be computed easily. In the case of an
orientation histogram feature, the negative cluster nj consists of equally distributed orientations. The characteristic negative cluster for a 16 bin LBP-feature is given by
1
nj = 50
· [6, 4, 4, 1, 4, 1, 1, 4, 4, 1, 1, 4, 1, 4, 4, 6] for the binary patterns [00002 , 00012 , 000102 ..., 11112 ]2 .
An experimental example is shown in Figure 2 for a cluttered desk scenario. The first row shows the input sequence
2 These numbers are obtained by a lengthly calculation assuming equal
probability of all patches.

Figure 3. Experimental results when applying our on-line feature selection method to tracking. The initial marked glass is robustly tracked
(occlusions and changes in appearance) over the whole image sequence (first row). The second row shows the maxima of the confidence
map over time.

Figure 4. Robust tracking of two similar objects which are severely occluded.

overlapped with blue rectangles indicating classifiers which
are currently updated. Those classifiers that give a negative
response, and by definition this are foreground objects, are
depicted in the second row. Added, removed or shifted objects in the scene are detected very well. Note, that during
learning of this sequence the screen saver was active, therefore this dynamic background has been correctly modeled
as background by the classifiers. But, when we weak up the
computer (4-th column) the change is detected.
On a standard quarter PAL (384×288) resolution a framerate of about 15-20 fps is achieved. Each sub-classifier
contains 30 selectors (each can choose from 250 weak classifier) and analyzes a 20 × 20 image patch with 50% overlapp.

3.2. Tracking
This work was inspired by Avidan [3]. The main idea
is to formulate the tracking task as a classification problem
and to continuously update the current classifier which represents the object to optimally discriminate it from the current background [5].
The principle is depicted in Figure 5. We assume that we
have already detected the object in the gray-scale image and
therefore have an initial tracking region. We start, building an initial classifier using the marked region as positive
samples and patches in the local neighborhood as negative
samples. At time t + 1 we evaluate the current classifier
in a region of interest around the previous detection (in fact
we could also use a motion model to predict the new position). For each classified patch we receive a confidence

Figure 5. Principle of tracking with a classifier

value which is entered in a confidence map. This confidence map is analyzed and the tracking window is shifted
to the best possible position3 . We update the classifier and
continue the process. This update has several advantages,
first we learn to optimally discriminate the object from the
background, and second the object can change its appearance which will be learned by the boosting approach. In
addition depending on the update parameters the algorithm
is robust to occlusions. The on-line update capability is the
big advantage over support vector or relevance vector tracking methods [2].
3 At

the moment we simply shift it to the maximum, but also a more
powerful method, like a mean shift approach, can be used. But even our
simple strategy shows pretty good results that are adequate for demonstrating the on-line boosting method.

Figure 3 demonstrates the tracker, the first row shows
the tracking of the object over time. The second row depicts maximal confidence over time. At the beginning
nothing changes and the confidence increases, because online boosting finds better and better features for describing
the object. Later, when we occlude the object, the confidence decreases, however the object is correctly tracked as
it moves.
Again, this is only possible since we can perform a very
fast on-line update of the strong classifier modeling the object. Tracking different kinds of objects is feasible because
we learn a specific model based tracker. Furthermore also
the tracking of multiple objects is possible. For example,
a face detector can initialize a tracker for each face. The
tracker will learn the best representation for each instance
(a more specific model). See Figure 4 for an illustration
with boxes which are similar and occlude each other, but
nevertheless the tracker never gets confused.
The performance depends on the size of the search region. We simply search on a region twice as large as the last
known position. We achieve an update rate of more than 20
fps. The strong classifier contains 50 selectors (each can
choose from 250 weak classifiers).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6. Performance of the detector trained with conservative
learning framework (a) and particular results at beginning (b), after 300 learning updates (c) to the final version after about 1200
updates (d). Taken from [25]

3.3. Object Detection
Based on the classical work from Viola and Jones [31]
many authors perform object detection by off-line boosting.
The trained classifier (detector) is scanned over the whole
gray-scale image at multiple locations and scales. This has
to be done for each object.
In this application there is no need for on-line learning.
But on-line learning becomes very interesting (and moreover essential) when one intends to continuously learn a
model. This is the case for active learning and image retrieval applications [11, 1] where human input is used to
update the classifier (e.g. a support vector machine).
Another example where the on-line algorithm is useful is
learning detections by either co-training [14], or the methods proposed by Nair and Clark [16] or Roth et al. [25].
There the basic idea is that other algorithms provide labels
that can be used for updating the classifier. By a combination of different methods one can train detectors without
hand labeling. Figure 6 depicts various stages of a person
detector learning process. A motion model and a robust
PCA algorithm is used to train the on-line AdaBoost classifier. One can see that the person detector is significantly
improving as the training continues. Figure 7 demonstrates
the same algorithm applied to cars.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced a novel on-line algorithm for feature selection based on boosting. As we have

Figure 7. Results obtained by the final car classifier using conservative learning.

demonstrated on-line learning and on-line feature selection
is essential for a wide variety of computer vision problems.
Three fundamental vision applications, namely background
modeling, tracking and active learning for object detections,
have been presented. Due to the efficient computation of the
features based on integral images, all presented applications
run in real-time. In addition, we have already achieved impressive results using very simply strategies, which can be
further improved by using more sophisticated ones. The experiments show that various inevitable variations that occur
in natural scenes (e.g., changes in illumination, changes in
viewpoint, reflectance) can only be adequately handled by
on-line learning methods adjusting to these changes.
The paper presents only a subset of possible applications
where the proposed on-line feature selection algorithm can
be used. Moreover we have started to combine these tasks
more closely, i.e. updating the detector while tracking and
training a recognizer module, all requiring on-line capabilities.
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